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TEXTRON AVIATION
NEARS COMPLETION OF
DENALI PROTOTYPE

Textron Aviation is in the final stages of completing the Cessna Denali prototype, along
with two more flight and three ground test articles, as the development team prepares for
first flight later this year, the company announced Monday. The Wichita, Kansas-based
aircraft manufacturer will use the prototype and first two production-conforming
aircraft in the flight-test program, while the ground test articles will be used for airframe
static and fatigue tests, along with cabin interior development and testing.
“The result of the work we are doing now in design, production, and testing is going to
provide a mature configuration that will help us move through certification and flight
testing, ultimately bringing a proven aircraft to the market,” said Chris Hearne, senior v-
p of engineering.
Along with the development of the flight-test vehicles and static test articles, Textron
Aviation recently completed component integration for the iron bird, a systems test rig
that is laid out in the configuration and size of the Denali. The iron bird incorporates the
design of the avionics, electrical, and engine control systems, and will play a key role in
testing the aircraft engine’s Fadec system.
Meanwhile, engine provider GE Aviation recently reached full power and maximum
RPM on the 1,300-shp Catalyst engine and McCauley composite propeller. GE Aviation
has completed more than 1,000 hours of testing on three test Catalyst articles in all from
its facility in Prague, Czech Republic. During testing, Textron Aviation said the engine
and propeller demonstrated the full range of pitch using the Fadec. Initial altitude
chamber testing also was recently was conducted.
“This new turboprop engine design will give the Denali a number of key advantages over
other aircraft in this class, and we are pleased to say that test engine performance is
meeting or exceeding performance expectations,” Hearne said. “New technology allows
for a much longer time between overhaul, quieter operation and, because of the first-
ever digital engine and propeller control, it will reduce pilot workload and have greater
fuel efficiency than similar aircraft in its class.”

OWN THAT
RUNWAY

Along with the Catalyst engine, the
Denali will be equipped with Garmin
3000 touchscreen avionics, including
three 14-inch diagonal, wide-screen
LCD displays, synthetic vision, and
other technologies such as ADS-B
In/Out and weather avoidance radar.
The Denali is expected to have a
range of 1,600 nm, a maximum
cruise speed of 285 knots, and a full
fuel payload of 1,100 pounds.
Designed to convert between
passenger and cargo configurations,
the Denali is intended to offer a
large, flat-floor option in the single-
turboprop class.
It will also sport a 53-by-59-inch rear
cargo door, but have executive
aircraft features such as a digital
pressurization system that maintains
a 6,130-foot cabin to 31,000 feet and
an optional externally serviceable
belted lavatory with pocket door.
Textron further is incorporating
large passenger windows, interior
LED lighting, and options for a
refreshment cabinet and an in-flight-
accessible baggage compartment.
In passenger configuration, the
aircraft can be designed with
executive-style seating that includes
six individual reclining seats, club-
configuration tables, and a
refreshment unit. It also can be fitted
in a commuter seating layout with
nine forward-facing seats.



GARMIN UPDATES THE G1000
NXI ON THE KING AIR SERIES
NEW STC UPGRADE ADDS MANY NEW
FEATURES TO THE KING AIR COCKPIT.

Garmin said yesterday a Supplemental

Type Certificate (STC) makes many

operators of King Air series aircraft –

King Air 200/250/300/350 – eligible to

upgrade their aircraft cockpits to an

updated version of the G1000 NXi

integrated flight deck.

 

One feature, a Bluetooth-enabled audio

panel for the G1000 NXi, offers an

expanded feature set alongside

innovative sound quality. Garmin says

the new audio panel is a slide-in

replacement requiring minor wiring

modifications. It includes a 3D audio

processing reflecting how people

naturally process sound and

conversation, differentiating audio

sources by their unique locations or seat

positions. For example, sound from

comm 1 will come from the left, whereas

sound from comm 2 will sound as

though it’s coming from the right. 

 

Advanced auto squelch automatically

adapts to the cockpit’s noise level and

allows for natural conversation through

headsets and includes a six-place stereo

intercom and support for up to three

 stereo music inputs. Split-comm mode

allows the pilot and co-pilot to broadcast

independently on two separate

frequencies and contains dedicated pilot

and co-pilot music and intercom volume

control knobs. Additionally, a built-in

digital clearance recorder can record up to

60 seconds of selected comm radio

transmissions so pilots can easily play back

difficult clearances. Pilots can also connect

a smartphone or tablet to the audio panel

via Bluetooth to easily make or receive

phone calls, stream audio entertainment

or wirelessly connect to select Garmin HD

action cameras.

 

Also included in this upgrade is a split-

screen view on the MFD, offering a

simultaneous view of maps, charts,

checklists, flight plans and more on a

single screen. Pilots can view decoded

Terminal Aerodrome Forecasts (TAF’s) on

the primary flight display (PFD) and

multi-function displays (MFD).

A number of new
Garmin features

included in the
STC will improve

pilot situational
awareness while

reducing
workload.

Garmin’s GWX 75 weather radar, also

compatible with the G1000 NXi-

equipped King Air, offers exceptional

range and a new, enhanced color

palette featuring four-times more

color contouring than traditional

weather radars. The Doppler-based,

solid-state GWX 75 offers a range of

320 nautical miles, horizontal scan

angles of up to 120 degrees and, to

focus on an area of interest, pilot-

adjustable sector scanning. Optional

features such as Doppler-enabled

turbulence detection and ground

clutter suppression are also available

with the GWX 75.



SKY DISPLAY HEAD-UP DISPLAY NEARS

CERTIFICATION FINISH LINE

MyGoFlight, the Denver-based company you might be familiar with for its line of iPad mounts, flight bags and other pilot

accessories, says it’s closing in on FAA certification for its SkyDisplay head-up display, a lower-priced alternative to large,

expensive HUDs designed for transport-category airplanes.

 

Testing has been ongoing in a Cirrus SR22 for the past few years as the company worked to modify the design of the device

to ensure the information it provides to the pilot is just as good as what corporate or airline pilots see when they peer

through the combiner glass of a HUD in a Gulfstream or Boeing jet.

One major difference between MyGoFlight’s product and more expensive HUDs is that the view through the SkyDisplay’s

glass is non-conformal, meaning the symbology the pilot sees doesn’t match precisely with the terrain outside.

However, because MyGoFlight’s HUD takes raw data from the avionics and presents it in the forward field of view, the

information it supplies can be quite useful during instrument approaches by allowing the pilot to keep looking out the

windscreen.

 

Making the HUD non-conformal was how MyGoFlight was able to keep the cost of its HUD at about a tenth of that of certified

head-up displays on larger jets. But because the SkyDisplay is permanently mounted in the cockpit, it still requires an STC. 

 

MyGoFlight says it will bring the HUD to other general aviation airplanes shortly after FAA certification is granted. The list of

aircraft the company is targeting includes the Beechcraft Bonanza and Baron, Mooney M20, Cessna 421, Conquest, Mustang

and CJ4, Piper Twin Commanche, and Cheyenne and Cirrus SR22 and Vision Jet.

"Lower-cost  HUD  brings  added  capability

to  piston  airplanes  and  turboprop.."

Continued...



The Cirrus SR22 that MyGoFlight is using for initial testing is equipped with an Avidyne cockpit that shares information from

its solid-state air-data attitude and heading-reference system and navigation source with the HUD.

 

MyGoFlight said that the result is a safety-enhancing product that improves accuracy on takeoff and when hand flying and

eases pilot workload during instrument approaches by presenting a flight-path marker with flight-director cue on the HUD.

MyGoFlight hopes to gain certification before EAA AirVenture Oshkosh this summer. There could be a sizable market for

SkyDisplay HUD considering the vast number of airplanes MyGoFlight will target with its STCs and the desire of pilots to add

big-iron safety technology to their cockpits. Still, many aircraft owners will balk at the price of the HUD even if it is far less

expensive than certified systems produced by Collins, Garmin and others.

 

A less expensive alternative you might have heard about comes from a company called Epic Optix.

Epic Eagle HUD for GA aircraft is a non-TSO’d portable unit that connects wirelessly to any tablet app, including Avidyne’s

IFD100, ForeFlight, WingXPro, Garmin Pilot, Appareo Horizons for Stratus and others. Textron Aviation began offering the

Epic Eagle HUD through its parts department last year and has been showcasing the display in its piston airplanes at

airshows.

Nothing like fueling up in a thunder and lighting storm.
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http://www.facebook.com/penaerotech
http://www.instagram.com/penaerotech
http://www.twitter.com/penaerotech

